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Let H be a symmetric operator in a Hilbert space 2 satisfying: (i) its spectrum 
is purely discrete; (ii) the set of the normalized eigenvectors of H forms a complete 
orthonormal system of 2. For a class of linear operators A in Z’, a general sum 
formula is derived for the matrix elements of A relative to the basis consisting of 
the normalized eigenvectors of H. The sum formula is applied to the following two 
cases: (i) His an operator of Sturm-Liouville type; (ii) His a Schrlidinger operator 
on P?. In particular, new sum formulae are obtained for some special functions 
including the classical orthogonal polynomials and the Bessel functions. 0 1992 
Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTR~D~JCTI~N 
In this paper we present an abstract formulation for a type of sum for- 
mula of the eigenvectors of a symmetric operator acting in a Hilbert space 
and apply it to differential operators. Let H be a symmetric operator in a 
Hilbert space X satisfying the following conditions: (i) its spectrum is 
purely discrete; (ii) the set of the normalized eigenvectors {$,,},“=0 of H 
forms a complete orthonormal system (C.O.N.S.) of Y?. We are interested 
in finding sum rules of the matrix elements (y2,, A$,) (m, n 2 0) of a linear 
operator A in 2’. We introduce a class ‘u, of linear operators A associated 
with H and, for each AE ‘91ZH, we derive a general sum formula for the 
matrix elements (em, A$,). The derivation of the sum formula is rather 
simple; it follows from a commutation property of the operators H and A. 
Roughly speaking, the class 91z, is defined such that the double com- 
mutator [A*, [H, A]] exists in the sense of quadratic form on a suitable 
* This work was supported by the Grant-In-Aid 02740094 for science research from the 
Ministry of Education, Japan. 
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dense domain including the subspace spanned by { $,,},F=, (see Delini- 
tion 2.2). 
We apply the abstract sum formula to the following two cases: (i) H is 
an operator of Sturm-Liouville type; (ii) H is a Schrodinger operator on 
Rd. In particular, in the former case, we obtain some new sum formulae for 
the classical orthogonal polynomials and the Bessel functions. 
The idea of the abstract sum formula given in this paper comes from the 
so-called “sum rules” appearing in quantum mechanics (e.g., Sect. 14.8 in 
[2], [3,4]). We exploit from the mathematical point of view the idea 
contained implicitly in the original “sum rules.” 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II we formulate the 
abstract sum formula mentioned above and discuss its connection to “sum 
rules” in quantum mechanics. Sections III and IV are devoted to applica- 
tions of the abstract sum formula to eigenfunctions of differential operators. 
We first consider the case where H is an operator of Sturm-Liouville type 
in Section III. In particular, we derive some new sum formulae for the 
classical orthogonal polynomials and the Bessel functions. In Section IV we 
discuss a class of Schriidinger operators on Rd to obtain sum formulae for 
their eigenfunctions. As an example, we consider the Schrbdinger operator 
corresponding to the d-dimensional harmonic oscillator and obtain sum 
formulae for the Hermite polynomials of d variables. 
II. THE ABSTRACT FORMULATION 
Let Z’ be a complex separable Hilbert space with inner product (., .) 
(linear in the second variable and antilinear in the first). We denote by 
D(A) (resp. A*) the domain (resp. the adjoint) of the operator A. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A, B be linear operators in &‘. We say that the 
pair {A, B) is in the set 2I if ~J~,~E D(A) nD(B) n D(A*) n D(B*) is 
dense in 2 and there exists a linear operator C,,, in 2 such that BA,, c 
WC,,,) and 
(A*L Bg) - (B*f, &) = (f, C/,,B g), “6 ‘YE~AL?. (2.1) 
For {A, B} E ‘8, we define 
Remarks. (i) If A, BE&%) (th e space of bounded linear operators 
on X’), then {A, B} E% and [A, B], = AB- BA. Hence [ ., . Jw may be 
regarded as an extension of the notion of commutator to not necessarily 
bounded linear operators. It may be called a commutator in the weak 
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sense. Obviously {A, B} E ‘?I if and only if {B, A } E ‘?I and, in this case, we 
have 
CA a,= -LB, Al,. 
(ii) If (A, B} E(U, then A and B are closable, since D(A*) and D(B*) 
are dense. It follows from this fact that if 9A,BcD( [A, B],*), then 
{A*, B*} ELI and 
CA, Bl,* = CB*, A*], on %.B. 
(iii) We may also define [A, B], with a larger domain by taking 
f~ll(A*)nD(B*) and gED(A)nD(B) in (2.1). For the purpose of the 
present paper, the above definition for [A, BIW is convenient. 
Let H be a symmetric operator in %’ whose spectrum, denoted by a(H), 
is purely discrete with c(H) = {A.,,>~=, (the eigenvalues are counted 
repeatedly according to their multiplicity). We denote by $,, the eigen- 
vector corresponding to the eigenvalue A,: 
W, = W,, n 3 0. (2.2) 
We set 
A,, = I” - A,. (2.3) 
We assume that { $,}p=, is a C.O.N.S. of X”. Under this assumption, it 
turns out that H is essentially self-adjoint. We introduce a class of linear 
operators associated with H: 
DEFINITION 2.2. We say that a densely defined linear operator A in 2 
is in the set ‘GI1, if it satisfies the following conditions (i) and (ii): 
(i) {H, Al, {CR Al,, A*) l a; 
(ii) ~,ED(A)nD(A*)nD([H,A],*) for all n&O. 
For A E Iu,, we define 
C,(A)= CA*, CK Alwl,. (2.4) 
Remarks. (i) Since D([H,A],)=D(A)nD(A*)nD(H), we have 
D(C,(A)) = o(A) n D(A*) n D(H) n D([H, A],*), where A denotes the 
closure of A. 
(ii) It follows from Remark (i) after Definition 2.1 that if HE D(S)), 
then 5(X) c 91u[,. 
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The main result in this section is the following: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let AE%,. Then, for all n 20, 
f L(I(A~wz, 4n)12 +I(+,> A$n)12)= ($m C,(A) $,A. (2.5) 
m=O 
Prooj By the assumption and the fact that {$n}~=o is a C.O.N.S. of 
2, we have 
- (CK Al,* tin, Ic/m)($m, AV,)). (2.6) 
Equation (2.2) gives 
(tin,, CK Alw II/,) = L,(II/,, @,I. 
Similarly we have 
Putting these relations into (2.6), we obtain (2.5). 1 
The proof of Theorem 2.3 itself is rather simple as is seen. But the fact 
proved has some interesting consequences. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let A E ‘QIH. Then, for all n 2 0, 
lim L, I($,, A#$.)12=0, (2.7) 
m-m 
where A’ denotes either A or A*. In particular, if 1, is monotone non- 
decreasing in n with 1, --v co (n + oo), then, for all n 2 0, 
($,n, A #I(/,,) = o(&?~) (m-+co). (2.8) 
ProoJ: Formula (2.7) follows from the fact that the infinite series on the 
left-hand side of (2.5) converges. 1 
For AE’%~, we define a set of numbers { @,,(A, H)),“_. by 
a,(4 JO = ($0, C,(A) 1clc.h 
~(4 JO = (tin, C,(A) II/,) 
n-1 
+ 1 L(lAIClm $n)l’+ I($,, A$,)12), n> 1. (2.9) 
m=O 
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COROLLARY 2.5. Let A E ‘LI,. Then, for all n > 0, 
f L(I(AIC/m> hJl*+ I(1clm AhJl*)=~n(A, HI. (2.10) 
m=n+l 
In particular, if 1, is monotone nondecreasing in n, then 
~64 HI 2 0, n 2 0, (2.11) 
and 
I(+,, A#$,,)1 G man+l. (2.12) 
Proof. Formula (2.10) follows from rewriting (2.5). If I, is monotone 
nondecreasing in n, then the left-hand side of (2.10) is nonnegative. Hence 
(2.11) and (2.12) follow. 1 
We conclude this section with a remark on the relevance of formula (2.5) 
to “sum rules” appearing in quantum mechanics. In the context of 
quantum mechanics, we may regard H and A as a Hamiltonian and an 
observable, respectively. Let A E‘%~ and 1, be monotone nondecreasing 
in n. Denote the closure of H by the same symbol. The time evolution of 
A with the Hamiltonian H is then given by 
A(t) = &‘“Ae-‘I”, tER. 
We introduce 
G(t) = (A(t)* ‘ho, A*$,) + (A+,, A(t) $,,), t E IF!, 
which is a symmetrized correlation function of A and A(t) with respect o 
the “vacuum” tiO. Let p be a measure on R defined by 
441) = f VW + Lo) I(1clo, N )I’ +&~-Lo) 1(11/n, 4h)l*) ‘a. 
?I=0 
Then, in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, one can easily show 
that 
G(t) = ja e”” dp(A), 
--co 
which means that p is the Fourier transform of G(t). On the other hand, 
(2.10) with n = 0 can be written as 
s OD 14 4~) = ($03 C,(A) $01. (2.13) -cc 
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In particular, if C,(A) = c/ (c>O: a constant, I: identity), then (2.13) 
becomes 
This is a standard form of “sum rules” appearing in quantum mechanics 
(e.g., Sect. 14.8 in [2], [3, 41). 
III. APPLICATION TO SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
Some special functions are characterized as eigenfunctions of the Sturm- 
Liouville ordinary differential operator 
(3.1) 
where p, p, and q are given functions. For example, the Jacobi, the 
Laguerre, and the Hermite polynomials are specional functions of this type. 
It is interesting to apply the abstract sum rule established in Section II to 
such special functions and to see what kind of sum formulae result for 
them. This is the subject of this section. 
As usual, we consider the Sturm-Liouville operator L given by (3.1) as 
an operator acting in the weighted L2-space 
2 = L2( (a, b), p dx) (3.2) 
on the interval (a, b) G R. For convenience, we first discuss the case where 
(a, b) is bounded and then the case where (a, b) is unbounded. In what 
follows, we do not intend to consider the Sturm-Liouville operator L in the 
most general way, though it would be possible, but restrict ourselves to a 
formulation which allows us to apply the abstract theory in Section II to 
special functions including those mentioned above. General treatments 
of the Sturm-Liouville operator may be found in standard textbooks, 
e.g., C71. 
3.1. The Case of Finite Intervals 
Let - co < a < b < co and assume that the functions p, q and p satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(C.l) p~C’(a,b),p(x)>O, x~(a,b), and 
lim p(x) = 0, c = a, b. 
x-c 
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(C.2) q is real-valued and belongs to Lf,,((a, b), dx). 
(C.3) p(x) > 0, a.e. x & (a, b), and 
p(x) dx < co. 
Note that (C.l) means that L is singular at a and b (e.g., [7]). We define 
the operator H as 
D(H) = {f~ Z’n C2(a, 6) I Lf E c%, 
3 lim f (j’(x), c = a, 6, j = 0, 1) n D(q), 
X’C (3.3) 
Hf =Lf, f E D(H), (3.4) 
where 
Since (C.2) implies that CF(a, b) c D(q), it follows that C;(a, b) c D(H) 
and hence D(H) is dense in X. One can easily check that H is symmetric. 
We assume that H has pure discrete spectrum with a(H) = {Izn}~ZO and 
the set (q4n}zZ0 of the normalized eigenfunctions of H forms a C.O.N.S. 
of 2. 
We introduce a class of functions on (a, b): we say that a function F on 
(a, b) is in the set g(p, p) if the following conditions (F.l) and (F.2) are 
satisfied: 
(F.l) FE C*(a, b) and 
lim p(x) F”‘(x) = 0 7 X--“ 
lim p(x) F’(x) F(x)* = 0, c=a, b,j=O, 1; 
x-c 
(F.2) F pF”’ p’F’ p’ IF’IZEz - - - 
‘P’P’ P ’ 
j= 1,2. 
LEMMA 3.1. S(p, p) c Iu, and, for all FE S(P, PI, we he 
CH, Fl,= - 
p’F’ + pF” + 2pF’ dldx 
P 
(3.5) 
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with D( [H, F]..) = D(H) and 
C,(F) = y (3.6) 
with D(C,(F)) = D(H). 
Proof: Every f~ D(H) satisfies 
SUP If”‘b)l < 00, j=o, 1. 
XE (0,b) 
It follows from this fact and the condition FEY? that 
D(H) c D(F#) 
and hence 
In particular, we have q4n ED( F # ) for all n > 0. By integration by parts, one 
can prove (3.5), which implies also that D(H)cD([iY, F],*) and 
[H, F-J,* = 
p’F’* + pF”* + 2pF’* d/dx 
P 
on D(H). Using this result and integration by parts again, we can obtain 
(3.6). I 
Lemma 3.1 allows us to apply Theorem 2.3 to obtain the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let FE g(p, p). Then, for all n > 0, 
m 
c A mn ilJ bhnb)* h(x) f’(x)* p(x) dx * m=O a 
+ f” An(x)* A(x) f’(x) p(x) dx 
a 
= 2 J ’ Iht(x)I* p(x) IF’(x)l’ dx. a (3.7 
In particular, for all n > 0, 
lim A,, 
IJ 
b &(x)* &(x) F(x)+ p(x) dx * = 0. (3.8 
m-m 0 1 
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It is interesting to consider the special case 
(3.9) 
where y E (a, b) is a constant and 0(x) is an arbitrary real-valued function 
in C[a, b]. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose that F0 E ij(p, p). Then, for all n 2 0, 
m 
IX1 ilJ 
mn b vLb)* 4n(x) Fe(x)* P(X) dx ’ 
m=O u 
+ J” ~MX)* q4d-x) F&x) p(x) dx ’Ii = 2. (3.10) a 
Proof. By (3.9), Fe satisfies the equation 
I&(x)l’=~> x E (a, b). 
Putting this into the right-hand side of (3.7), we obtain (3.10). 1 
We now discuss concrete examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. The Jacobi polynomials. Let us consider the case where 
(a,b)=(-1, 1) 
and p, q, and p are given as follows: 
p(x) = (1 -x)* (1 +x)@, (3.11) 
p(x)=(1-x)~+‘(1+X)~+‘=(1-x~)~(X), (3.12) 
q(x) = 0. (3.13) 
Here a > -1 and p > -1 are parameters. These functions satisfy 
(C.lk(C.3). The Hilbert space Z? in this case is 
~=J5*((-1,1),(1-X)~(l+X)~dx), (3.14) 
and the Sturm-Liouville operator H takes the form 
H= -(l-x’) $+[(a+a+2)x+a-fi]-$. 
409/167/l-17 
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It is well known (e.g., [l]) that the Jacobi polynomials 
x [(l-x)” (1 4x)” (1 -X2)‘z], n 3 0, (3.15) 
are eigenfunctions of H 
and (P~P)~zO forms a complete orthogonal system of X given by (3.14). 
Let jExp be the square of the norm of Pz,“: 
Then we have 
.KB = 2”+“+‘ZJa+n+l)r(j?+n+l) JR n! (cr+B+2n+ l)r(a+j?+n+ 1)’ 
where T(z) is the Gamma function. The set (P>p/fl},“=o forms a 
C.O.N.S. of I?. Thus we can apply Theorem 3.2 to obtain the following 
theorem, which gives a sum formula for the Jacobi polynomials: 
HP:,” = n(n + a + b + 1) Pz,” 
1 
.n,P = 
J ,t I 
P;,a(x)2 (1 -x)” (1 + x)” dx. (3.16) 
-1 
THEOREM 3.4. Let FE g(p, p) with p, q, p given by (3.11)-(3.13). Then, 
for all n 3 0, 
.f (m-n)(m+n+cl+p+ 1) 
VI=0 .i? 
1 2 
X P;“(x) P:O(x) F(x)(l -x)’ (1 + x)~ dx 
-I 
1 
= _ 1 Pyyx)2 (1 - x) 1+‘(l+~)1+p~F’(x)~2dx. (3.17) 
Remark. The set g(p, p) under consideration is not empty. For exam- 
ple, the function 
is in S(p, p) if 
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In the present case, the function defined by (3.9) becomes 
with y E (- 1, 1). It is easy to see that if CL > 3 and B > 3, then F0 E ij(p, p). 
Hence we obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 3.5. Let CI, fl> 3. Then, for all n 2 0, 
f (m-n)(m+n+a+/l+ 1) 
a.0 
m=O J, 
I X P~“(x)(x)P~~B(x)FO(x)(l-x)~(l+x)pdx ‘=j;? 
-1 
(3.19) 
In particular, for all n 3 0, 
f (m-n)(m+n+cr+p+l) 
r&B 
m=O J m 
II 
1 
X P;P(x) P;P(x)(arccos x)( 1 -x)’ (1 + x)~ dx 
--I 
ProoJ: Formula (3.19) follows from Corollary 3.3. 
(3.19) with 13(x) = 0 so that 
FO(x) = -arccos x + arccos y. 
2 
= j:,p. (3.20) 
Formula (3.20) is 
The constant term arccos y does not contribute because of the 
orthogonality of the Jacobi polynomials. \ 
As is well known, the Gegenbauer, the Tchebicheff, and the Legendre 
polynomials are obtained as special cases of the Jacobi polynomials by 
taking (01, /I) = (y- l/2, y- l/2)(7 > -l/Z), (- l/2, -l/Z), (0, 0), respectively 
(e.g., [ 11). Therefore each of these polynomials also satisfies formulae 
(3.17), (3.19), and (3.20) with (c(, fi) replaced by that corresponding to it. 
In concluding this subsection, we consider an example which does not 
satisfy (C. 1): 
EXAMPLE 2. The Bessel functions. Let J,(x) be the Bessel function of 
order v > -1 and let 1, (n 3 1) be its zeros. Let 
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Then we have 
d2 v2 - -- ___ 
dx’+ x2 
l/4 
dn(x) = &L(X)? n3 1, 
and {dn}pL, forms a C.O.N.S. of L2(0, 1) (e.g., Chap. 8, Sect. 13, in Cl]). 
Let 
v2 - l/4 
H= -$+,- 
with 
D(H)= {feL’(O, l)nC2(0, 1) 1 HfeL2(0, l), 
3 lim x-(“+ 1’2-j)f(‘)(x), j= O,l, 3 Jimi f’(x), !im, f(x) = O}. 
x + 0 
Then, 4, E D(H) for all n 3 1 and the above differential equation reads 
i.e., each #n is an eigenfunction of H with eigenvalue 2:. For simplicity, we 
consider only the case v > 0. Then we can show that H is symmetric. 
Combining this fact with the completeness of (~n}~zo in L2(0, l), we 
conclude that H is essentially self-adjoint. 
We define SH to be the set of functions FE C2(0, 1) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(’ jF(i)(x)(2~2’+1dx<oo, j=O,2, 
Jo 
I 
1 
0 
IF’(x)1 ‘x2’-‘dx< co, 
If”(x)l 4x2v+1 dx< co, 
lim x2”F(x) = lim x2”+ ‘F’(x) = 0, 
x-0 J - 0 
lim F’(x) F(x)* x2”+’ = 0. 
I - 0 
In the same way as in Lemma 3.1, we can prove the following fact: 
LEMMA 3.6. Let v > 0. Then, SH c ‘i!lLI, and, for all FE sH, we have 
[H, F-J,.= -{2F$+ F”} 
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with D([H, F],)=D(H) and 
C,(F) = 2 IF’12 
with D( C,(F)) = D(H). 
This lemma allows us to apply Theorem 2.3 to obtain the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 3.7. Let v>O and FE SH. Then, for all n2 1, 
m (215,-n;) 2 c m=O J”, l(kJ2 xJv(Lx) JJLx) F(x) dx 
=; jol xJ,(A,x)’ IF’(x)l* dx. (3.21) 
Let 8 E C’(0, 1) be a real-valued function such that @j)(t), j= 0, 1, are 
bounded on (0, 1). Then, it is easy to see that the function FH defined by 
F,(x) = j-’ eieCt) dt 
Y 
(3.22) 
is in SH if v > 0. Hence we obtain the following: 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let v > 0. Then, for all n Z 1, 
xJ,(A,x) .Z,(l,x) F,(x) dx * =Jv+ k(jn)2. (3.23) 
In particular, for all n > 1 and k E [w, 
O” (n;-n,2) * c k*Jv + dU2 rn=l J”+,(L)* xJ,(~,x)J,(l,x)eik”dx = 4 . (3.24) 
Remark. One of the simplest examples which does not satisfy (C.l) is 
the case where 
on (0,271) with the Dirichlet or the periodic boundary condition. But, in 
these cases, one can easily see that formulae resulting from the application 
of the abstract theory in Section II are essentially equivalent to some 
formulae obtained via the theory of Fourier series. This is due to the simple 
product formula exp( inx) exp( imx) = exp i(n + m)x, n, m E H. 
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3.2. The Case of Injinite Intervals 
We next consider the case where 
(a, 6) = (0, co) or t-x, a). 
In this case, we assume the following: 
(C.1)’ ~~C’(a,b),p(x)>O,x~(a,6), andforalln30, 
lim p(x) Y = 0, 
x-c 
c = a, b. 
(C.2)’ The same as (C.2). 
(C.3)’ p(x) > 0, a.e. XE (a, b), and for all n ~0, 
I 
h 
x”p(x) dx < co. 
u 
We define H by (3.4) with 
D(H) = {f E C2(a, b) ) f(j): polynomially bounded on (a, b), 
j= 0, 1,2, Lf E X} n D(q). 
Then one easily sees that H is a symmetric operator. As in the preceding 
case, we assume that H has pure discrete spectrum with a(H) = { &,},“,0 
and the set {q6n}z==o of the normalized eigenfunctions of H forms a 
C.O.N.S. of X’. Let 
g(p, p) = {F 1 F satisfies (F.l ), (F.2), and is polynomially bounded}. (3.25) 
Then, one can show that Lemma 3.1 holds also in the present case. Hence 
we have facts corresponding to Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3, although 
we do not write them down here. We give examples. 
EXAMPLE 3. The Laguerre polynomials. Let us consider the case where 
(a, b), p, q, and p are given as follows: 
(a, b) = (0, ~0 1, 
p(x) = xOLe-eX (CI > -1: a constant), 
p(x) =x a+‘e-“=xp(x), 
q(x) = 0. 
The Hilbert space X in this case is given by 
2 = L2((0, co), xaeMX dx) 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
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and H takes the form 
H= -x $ *+(x-l-a);. 
( > 
Let Lz denote the Laguerre polynomial of order n: 
L:(x) = i xeaex $ 
( > 
n 
xn+ae--.r, n > 0. 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
It is well known that each Lz is an eigenfunction of H given by (3.30), 
HL;(x) = nL;(x), n 3 0, 
and (L~}~zo forms a complete orthogonal system of 2 given by (3.29) 
(e.g., [ 11). We have 
s 00 T(a+n+ 1) 0 Lag x’e-“dx= n, . 
Hence {Jn!/ZJm + n + 1) L~}~=, forms a C.O.N.S. of 2”. Thus, as in the 
case of Theorem 3.4, we have the following result: 
THEOREM 3.9. Let FE g(p, p) with p, p given by (3.26) and (3.27), 
respectively. Then, for all n B 0, 
m m!(m-n) 2 
c ,=OUa+m+ 1) 
L:(x) L:(x) F(x) xrePX dx 
= 
s 
m L:(x)* jF’(x)[* xl+ae-xdx. (3.32) 
0 
In the present example, the function Fe defined by (3.9) takes the form 
F,(x) = jX dt c. 
y JT; 
(3.33) 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let a > 1. Then, for all n 3 0, 
m m!(m-n) 2 
c 
,=,~(a+m+ 1) 
L:(X) L:(x) F,(x) xDLePX dx 
T(a+n+ 1) = 
f . n. 
(3.34) 
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In particular, for all n 2 0, 
=’ m! (m-n) ‘* 2 c ,,=oT(a+m+ 1) I?’ L;(x) L;(x) A?+ ‘#2e 1: d.x 0 
T(a+n+l) = 
4n! . 
(3.35) 
ProofY One can easily check that if CI > 1, then F, given by (3.33) 
is in g(p, p). Hence (3.32) gives (3.34). Formula (3.35) is (3.34) with 
t3(x)sO. 1 
EXAMPLE 4. The Hermite polynomials. Let 
(a, 6) = R 
p(x) = p(x) = e&/2, 
q(x) = 0, 
so that the Hilbert space Y? in this case is given by 
X = L*( R, e --+* dx) 
and H takes the form 
H= -$+x2. 
It is well known (e.g., [ 11) that the Hermite polynomials 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
are eigenfunctions of H, 
HH,(x) = nH,(x), n>O 
and { (27~)“~ n ! -“2Hn}~Co forms a C.O.N.S. of A?. Thus, as in 
Theorem 3.9, we have the following result: 
THEOREM 3.11. Let FE g(p, p) with p, p given by (3.36). Then, for all 
n 2 0, 
H,(x) H,,(x) F(x) eeX2’* dx * 
= J-J 2K m H,(x)~ F’(x)l* epX2j2 dx. (3.39) -00 
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In the present example, we have 
Fe(x) = Ix eie(‘) dt. 
Y 
(3.40) 
COROLLARY 3.12. Assume that W(x) is polynomially bounded. Then, for 
all n Z 0, 
H,(x) H,(x) F,(x) eexzi2 dx * = 27cn!. (3.41) 
In particular, for all k E IL! and n > 0, 
H,(x) H,(x) eikxpx2’2 dx ’ = 2wz! k2. (3.42) 
Proof. Under the assumption, we have F0 E s(p, p). Hence (3.39) gives 
(3.41). Formula (3.42) is (3.41) with 0(x)= kx. 1 
IV. SCHR~DINGER OPERATORS 
In this section we apply the abstract theory in Section II to the 
Schrodinger operator 
H= -A+V (4.1) 
on Rd, where A is the d-dimensional Laplacian and V is the multiplication 
operator by a real-valued function V(x). We assume the following: 
(V) VE C(Rd) and 
lim V(x) = co. 
I.4 --t a0 
We take D(H) to be 
D(H) = D(A) n D( V). 
Then, CF(lRd) c D(H). Moreover, H is bounded from below and essen- 
tially self-adjoint on C~(Wd) (e.g., [S, Theorem X.281). It follows from a 
general theorem (e.g., [6, Theorem X111.671) that li, the closure of H, has 
pure discrete spectrum with a(R)= {&},“_o (I,< ... bl,dA,+,< ...) 
such that A, + 00 as n + co and the set {d,} rzo of the normalized eigen- 
functions of R forms a C.O.N.S. of L2(Rd). It depends on V whether 4, is 
in D(H) or not. Some results are available to give a sufficient condition for 
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all b,! to be in D(H) (see, e.g., Theorems X111.7&72 in [6]), For example, 
if V is a polynomial bounded from below, then #n E D(H) for all n. But, in 
what follows, we assume that 4, E D(H) for all n. 
We define 
s= {FdY2(Rd) 1 sup 8,“F(x)l <GO, k=O, 1,2,j= 1, . . . . d}. (4.2) 
.xtRd 
THEOREM 4.1. Let FE 5. Then, for all n 3 0, 
zc 
c J ‘WI” Wl=O Ii, a8d &n(x)* &z(x) F(x)* dx * 
+ h(x)* 4n(x) F(x)* dx 
= 2 jRA I4,b)l 2 IWx)l* dx. (4.3) 
ProoJ Since D(d) = Hz(@) (the Sobolev space of order 2), it follows 
that FgED(A) for all gED(d) and 
A(Fg)=(AF)g+2VF.Vg+FAg. 
Using this fact, we can show that for all f E CF(ll@) and g E D(H), 
(Hf, Fg) - (F*f, Hg) = (f, -(AF+ 2VF.V) g). (4.4) 
Since CF(lRd) is a core of B and F is bounded, (4.4) extends to all 
f E D(R). In particular, (4.4) holds for all f, g E D(H). Thus, we obtain 
[H, F],= -AF-2VF.V 
with D( [H, F],) = D(H) and 
[H, F],* = AF* +2VF* .V 
on H,(R’). In the same way, we can show that 
C,(F) = 2 JVFI * 
with D(C,(F)) = D(H). Thus we conclude that FE 21z,, i.e., 5 c au,. Then, 
applying Theorem 2.3, we obtain (4.3). 1 
For each k E R”, we define 
gk = (FE 51 lVF(x)l* = k* for all x E UP’}. (4.5) 
Then Theorem 4.1 immediately gives the following result: 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let FE iJk. Then, for all n > 0, 
03 
c A mn VI=0 ii, Rd &n(x)* h(x) F(x)* dx ’
+ jRd h,(x)* h,(x) F(x)* dx = 2k2. (4.6) 
The set Sk is not empty. For example, the function 
f’(x) = eikx 
is in Sk. Thus we have 
00 
= il, Ln VI 0 agd h(x)* d,,(x) eikx dx 2 
+ jRdq3,(x)* q5Jx)ep”Xdx12]=2k2. (4.7) 
Another example is given as follows: Write x E Rd as 
x = (x(I), . ..) X(N)) 
with x(‘) E [wb 3 where 
f d, = d, 
s=l 
and xCS) and x(‘) (S # t) are independent coordinates. Let kc”) E iR4, a, E C, 
and 
F(x) = 5 ase’k’s)x(s). 
s=l 
(4.8) 
Then FE iJ and we have 
JVF(x)( 2 = f Ia,kcS)I 2. 
s=l 
Hence the function F given by (4.8) is in Sk with k* = xr=, la,kcs)l*. Thus 
we obtain the following formula: 
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= 2 fj jaSk’s’12. 
.s= I 
(4.9) 
Remark. A function of the form (4.8) appears as the scattering 
amplitude in the scattering theory of neutrons by heavy nuclei (e.g., [4]). 
Formula (4.9) is connected with a sum rule in quantum mechanics (e.g., 
P-41. 
Finally we discuss an example: 
EXAMPLE. The Hermite polynomials of many variables. We consider the 
case where 
V(x)=Ixlz 
4 ’ 
i.e., the case where H is the Hamiltonian of the d-dimensional harmonic 
oscillator. In this case, the eigenfunctions are given by the Hermite 
functions of d variables: 
U,,,...,Jx)= H,,(x~)...H,~(x~)~-‘““‘~, 
x = (X,) . . . . xd) E lRd, nj 3 0, j = 1, . . . . d. 
In fact we have U,, ,,d~ D(H) and 
HL!,,....,O=(,fl q+f) Un,...&). 
The set ((27~)“” (n,! ...n,!)-‘j2 U, ,...” d I nj>O, j= 1, . . . . d} forms a 
C.O.N.S. of L2(Rd). Thus, applying (4.4) (4.6) and (4.9) we obtain the 
following formulae: 
f Cj”=l (m,-n,) 
ml,,...,t?&f=O m,!..-m,! 
X 
/I 
2 
IWd H,,(xI 1 . ..Hmd(xd) H,,(x,)~~~H,,,(x,)F(~)e~‘“‘~‘*dx 
= (27~)~” jRd H,,(x~)* . . . H,,(xd)’ jVF(x)j * e-lriz/’ dx, 
FE&nj20,j=1 ,..., d, (4.10) 
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f Cjd_I(m,-nj) 
m,! ...rnd. 1 ?ft,.....V7~=0 
Ii 
2 
X 
Rd 
H,,(x,) . . . Hmd(xd) H,,(x,) . ..Hnd(xd) F(x) e~‘~‘*‘~ dx 
= (27+2,! . ..n.! k2, 
FE~J~,~~>O, j= 1, . . . . d, keRd. (4.11) 
f Xi*= I Cmj- nj) 
l?I,.....l7l,J=O m,! . ..rn.! 
x $I jRdH,,,(xl)‘--H,n,(xd) Hn,(x,) 
2 
’ ’ ’ Hnd(Xd) e 
ik(s)x~s~ - 1x12/2 dx 
nj 2 0, j = 1, . . . . d, a, E C, k’“’ E [wds,  = 1, . . . . ?I. (4.12) 
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